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By AMIRAH KEAT ON

French fashion house Herms is debuting a new documentary film series that highlights artisans from around the
world.

The fashion force presents "Human Odyssey," a multi-episode venture that explores passion projects and celebrates
craftsmanship. Inclusive of calligrapher Daichiro Shinjo, architect Tsuyoshi Tane, roboticist Tomotaka Takahashi,
photographer Kazuhei Kimura, chef Kotaro Meguro, and ceramic artist Raku Kichizaemon XVI, the group grounds
Herms' latest.

The art of storytelling
Herms' six episodes hone in on the intricacies of the creative process.

The cohort travels to different parts of the brand's home country of France, making additional stops in Japan along
the way. Each of the excerpts start with a unifying animated opener, before delving into the past and present realities
of each participant.

Mr. Shinjo's solo exhibition, a study of writing, kicks off the first episode of the series, in which the talent walks
viewers through his artistic process.

Mr. Shinjo learns about the process of dye-making in Herms' drop

A child of Zen and Buddhist cultures, both of which inform his approach today, Mr. Shinjo is born and raised in
Miyako Island, Okinawa. As he will soon come to learn, the promise of travel is, for him, right around the bend.

"I'm called a calligrapher because I use ink and brushes and paper, but that does not sit well with me," says Mr.
Shinjo, in a campaign video.

"I want to try new things and go somewhere beyond that."

In a manner that mirrors his own internal ethos, the artist expresses a desire to chase the unexpected and gain an
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awareness of self through interacting with others on journeys uncharted.

"By going on various journeys and staying active, you can see yourself objectively," Mr. Shinjo says. "I simply want to
see different places and get to know people."

Mr. Shinjo submerges  fabrics , learning more about the blue shade as  he works . Image credit: Herms

The plot of this video surrounds Mr. Shinjo's pursuit of the indigo dye by which his works come together.

Herms' captures the artist as he joins a local mentor to learn more about how the specific shade of blue comes
together. Inextricably linked to the task at hand, he eventually finds himself deeply immersed in the history of his
island by way of his preferred medium.

A beautiful reflection of thought and action arises before the artist heads back to his studio, where newly-informed
adventures await. As it turns out, Mr. Shinjo's excursion provides notable parallels to his very own calligraphic
accents of choice.

"The way the color is born..." Mr. Shinjo starts.

"Someone harvests it, then someone soaks and ferments it," he says. "But nature's influence is necessary for
fermentation.

"I experienced... I felt the process of something being born."

Subtle luxury
Herms' exercise reframes luxury as the privilege of being able to enter territories unseen, and bring those learnings
back to one's craft. Similar to its product offerings, the house is particularly skilled in presenting pictures of subtle
luxuries.

Mr. Tane muses on the art of architecture in Herms second selection

The brand's second selection follows suit, taking place in Paris.

"The way I see it, the place' is important in architecture, and every place has layers of memories accumulated over
time that characterize that place," says Mr. Tane, an architect.

Title s lide of Herms ' digital series . Image credit: Herms

"So I want to create the kind of architecture that digs out those memories and builds the future from there."

Whether capturing artists in between nations, working with animals in an inclusive equine effort (see story), or
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breathing life into works of luxury within its own workshops (see story), Herms is no stranger to the art of
storytelling, specifically in ways that uplift artisans of all sorts.
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